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Water Crisis in the World
Around the world there is many men, women and children facing the 
everyday struggles of having no water. In the world 1 out 0f 10 people do not 
have access to clean water. 1 in 3 people in this world do not have access to a 
toilet. Although we are so much more privileged here. We take our tap water 
for granted. Despite the fact that somewhere in the world there is a child 
drinking this water that looks like the one in the picture, this is not ok! 

However the water they are drinking is not coming from a tap, usually it has     
been lying in mud on the ground



Water in Scotland
Here we have access through our taps, that is no all though. 
Over the whole of Scotland we have 600 square miles of 
lochs which all contain drinkable water. We always have 
access to it, although sometimes we waste it. This is a 
problem we take it for granted. Its a precious which we wont 
have for long if we keep wasting it.
Three-quarters of the world is water. However less than 1% 
of it is drinkable. Most of it is salt water or frozen.

So us having some of that 1% is a very precious thing, 
instead of wasting it we should be preserving it.



Our tourism sector in Scotland is 
trying to go green. One of the main 
ways they are doing this is by saving 

water. 

Many hotels throughout Scotland are 
using different tactics to preserve 
water. Most of which are easy and 

achievable for most people.



One way hotels can save water is by installing low flow showerheads to all 
bathrooms.

What they do is use water efficiently. They have a lower gpm (Gallon per 
minute) flow rate than usual showers, the flow rate is usually 2.5 gpm.         

There are two different types, an aerating and laminar flow head. The main 
one being an aerating showerhead. 

These combine air with water to create a misty spray. Low flow 
showerheads are affordable and easily purchasable. They are also a great 

money saving and environment saving product.



Another way they can save water is by installing toilet 
water diverters:

This is something that takes 50% of the water you 
flush down the toilet, filters it and then it puts

it back into the tank to be reused.  

A very easy and cheap way to save water. More and 
more hotels are using toilet water diverters



One easy way for hotels and everyone to save water is 
simply to not leave taps running. Leaving your taps 
running is such a waste o water. Hotels should have 
signs telling staff and guests that when they are not 

using taps, turn them off. We are all guilty of it but we 
should try to start preserving it instead of letting it run 
down the drain! It can save up to 6 litres per minute.



One last way is to take showers rather than baths. 
When on holiday we want a little luxury. Although 

you are wasting so much water. A bath uses 70 
gallons of water to fill, a shower typically only uses 

10-20 gallons. Showers are better for the 
environment, they quicker than baths. So give up a 

little luxury to save the planet!



Try your hardest everyday to keep preserving water 
because if we do not start, we might lose it. Water is 
vital for our survival, just remember that when you 

waste a little. That little is a lot to others without water.



Stay clean, stay green

Thank you for listening
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